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ABOUT THE BAND 

Aerosmith is an old band that plays a variety of rock genres like heavy metal, hard rock and blues rock. 
They’re mostly known for their descriptive songs, some touch up on some questionable topics. Lyric wise, 
they don’t hide anything. Their songs have very suggestive lyrics and some innuendos here and there. They 
were super popular in the late 1970s and the early 1980s. Their attitude seems more relaxed and down to 
earth. Some of their songs are great inspiration. For example, there’s “Dream On”, their first big hit. Most 
of their songs are one that really get your feet tapping to the beat, but Dream On isn’t like that. If you like 
music that’s up beat and cool at the same time, Aerosmith is definitely a band you’d enjoy. 



MEMBERS 
• Steven Tyler – Creator of the band and lead vocalist. (Middle) 

• Joe Perry – Good friend of Steven Tyler and lead guitarist. (Mid-left) 

• Joey Kramer – Drums and percussion. (Right-most) 

• Brad Whitford – Backing guitarist. (Mid-right) 

• Tom Hamilton – Lead bass. (Left-most) 

 

 

 



ABOUT THE ALBUM 
• The album, there first one, is self titled. It’s most notable for “Dream On”, but the whole 

album is comprised of 8 songs, some of them outshined by others. Before the making of this 
album, Aerosmith mostly did gigs at clubs and high schools. But their first album was still 
seen by the music industry. They came in, and they came in with a good start. 



MAKE IT 

• The first track on this album, named “Make It” is a jumpy and just sounds like a hard rock 
song.  

• The tempo is fast paced, gets your blood pumping. 

• The lyrics are inspirational. Steven’s voice is powerful and the tone is great. 



SOMEBODY 

• Another up beat song. The tone is unpredictable, yet catchy. 

• The lyrics are about finding somebody, most likely someone to love. 

• This song is more of a song you can relax and listen to. Not too energetic, but still has that 
touch. 



DREAM ON 
• Aerosmith’s most notable song. You can’t talk about Aerosmith without mentioning “Dream 

On”. 

• Not an energetic song either, but it is very inspirational. 

• The lyrics talk about not caring what people say, just follow your dreams. 

• The tone is sappy, but during the main chorus, it picks up the tone. But it goes up and down 
throughout the song. 



ONE WAY STREET 

• One Way Street is a song most likely about Steven doing the same old routine over and over, 
going nowhere. The “One Way Street” is probably the path that he’s heading, and he wants 
to try different things. 

• The tone is cool. It sounds like the intro of a show like CSI. 


